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Abstract Greenland ice cores, as well as many other

paleo-archives from the northern hemisphere, recorded a

series of 25 warm interstadial events, the so-called

Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) events, during the last glacial

period. We use the three-dimensional coupled global

ocean–atmosphere–sea ice model ECBILT-CLIO and force

it with freshwater input into the North Atlantic to simulate

abrupt glacial climate events, which we use as analogues

for D-O events. We focus our analysis on the Northern

Hemisphere. The simulated events show large differences

in the regional and seasonal distribution of the temperature

and precipitation changes. While the temperature changes

in high northern latitudes and in the North Atlantic region

are dominated by winter changes, the largest temperature

increases in most other land regions are seen in spring.

Smallest changes over land are found during the summer

months. Our model simulations also demonstrate that the

temperature and precipitation change patterns for different

intensifications of the Atlantic meridional overturning cir-

culation are not linear. The extent of the transitions varies,

and local non-linearities influence the amplitude of the

annual mean response as well as the response in different

seasons. Implications for the interpretation of paleo-records

are discussed.
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1 Introduction

The last glacial period was punctuated by 25 warm phases

in the northern hemisphere, so called Dansgaard-Oeschger

(D-O) events or interstadials. They are seen most pro-

minently in Greenland temperature proxy records

measured along Greenland ice cores (Dansgaard et al.

1993; North Greenland Ice Core Project members 2004).

Annual mean temperature in Greenland rose by 8–16�C

within only a couple of decades at the onset of the events

(Huber et al. 2006; Landais et al. 2004; Lang et al. 1999),

followed by a gradual cooling over centuries to millennia

before the warm periods abruptly ceased. D-O events

were not limited to Greenland and the North Atlantic

region but are imprinted in paleo-archives in most other

regions of the northern hemisphere and even at a few

locations in the southern hemisphere (Voelker and

workshop participants 2002). They can be detected for

example in temperature and precipitation records from

Europe (Genty et al. 2003; Müller et al. 2003; Spötl and

Mangini 2002), Asia (Ji et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2001),

and North America (Zic et al. 2002), in marine cores from

the North Atlantic, indicating sea surface temperature
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(SST) changes and changes in the strength of the Atlantic

meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) (Curry and

Oppo 1997; Elliot et al. 2002; McManus et al. 2004;

Shackleton et al. 2000), in the Arabian Sea, showing

changes in oceanic upwelling associated with changes in

monsoon strength (Schulz et al. 1998), in the Cariaco

Basin indicating precipitation shifts (Peterson et al. 2000),

in the Santa Barbara Basin showing SST and intermediate

water temperature changes probably caused by changes in

the trade wind strength (Hendy and Kennett 2003), and in

Baja California indicating changes in marine productivity

(Ortiz et al. 2004). Paleo-records are often influenced by

seasonal rather than by annual mean climate and indicate

that temperature changes during D-O events are mainly a

winter phenomenon at least in the North Atlantic region

(Denton et al. 2005; Renssen and Isarin 2001). Therefore,

it is essential to study the seasonal signals in modeled

abrupt climate events in order to better understand the

observed variations in proxy records.

Many model studies have focused on the annual mean

behavior of abrupt glacial climate events and were able to

explain several important characteristics of these events,

such as their extent, aspects of their timing, and the

involved feedback mechanisms (Flückiger et al. 2006;

Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 2001; Ganopolski and Rahm-

storf 2002; Marchal et al. 1998; Schmittner et al. 2003,

2002; Stocker and Marchal 2000). But only few modeling

studies have discussed the seasonal characteristics of such

events. Most of the publications that have studied sea-

sonality are based on results from atmospheric general

circulation models (AGCM) with prescribed SST and sea

ice edges or ocean surface heat fluxes. They have focused

on climatic changes in Greenland (Fawcett et al. 1997; Li

et al. 2005) or Europe and the North Atlantic region

(Renssen and Bogaart 2003; Renssen and Isarin 2001).

They confirm the strong dominance of winter versus

summer temperature changes during abrupt glacial cli-

mate events in these areas. Other results are based on a

zonally averaged climate model (Schmittner and Stocker

2001) and focus on the stability of the AMOC in a sea-

sonal versus an annual mean version of the model. The

results for an AMOC off to on transition in the seasonal

model shows the largest zonally averaged temperature

changes in late winter to early spring in mid to high

northern latitudes.

Our study goes several steps further than the previously

published modeling papers discussed above. We use the

three-dimensional climate model ECBILT-CLIO, a fully

coupled atmosphere–ocean–sea ice model of intermediate

complexity to simulate the regional and seasonal

responses of the abrupt warming events in the northern

hemisphere caused by transitions from weak or halted

AMOC states to an AMOC state with a stronger

overturning circulation. In contrast to the earlier AGCM

studies, the dynamical ocean and sea ice models allow the

ocean and sea ice to evolve freely, and we do not have to

prescribe SST, sea ice edges or ocean surface heat fluxes.

This ensures climate response patterns that are consistent

and coupled across the atmosphere, ocean and sea ice

components within that model. Further, we are interested

in the seasonality of these abrupt events in the whole

northern hemisphere instead of focusing only on the

North Atlantic and European regions.

The following section of this paper describes the model

and the experiments performed (Sect. 2). Section 3

explores different oceanic equilibrium states and transi-

tions between the different states; Sect. 4 discusses the

atmospheric responses in different seasons to an AMOC

change and Sect. 5 shows implications of our modeling

results on the interpretation of paleo-records measured

along different archives.

2 Model setup, experiments and evaluation

ECBILT-CLIO version 3 is a global, coupled atmosphere–

ocean–sea ice model. The atmosphere is represented by the

T21, 3-level quasi-geostrophic model ECBILT (Opsteegh

et al. 1998), which contains a full hydrological cycle and

explicitly computes synoptic variability associated with

weather patterns. The ocean model CLIO is a primitive

equation, free-surface ocean general circulation model with

a resolution of three by three degrees and 20 unevenly

spaced depths layers, coupled to a thermodynamic,

dynamic sea ice model (Goosse and Fichefet 1999). The

coupled atmosphere–ocean model includes realistic

topography and bathymetry, a simple representation of land

surface processes and a bucket-style freshwater runoff

scheme. It incorporates weak freshwater flux corrections.

The precipitation over the Atlantic and Arctic basins is

reduced by 8.5 and 25%, respectively, and homogeneously

redistributed over the North Pacific. The model and a

complete list of references are available at the web site

http://www.knmi.nl/onderzk/CKO/ecbilt.html.

The simulations presented in this paper use boundary

conditions of the last glacial maximum (LGM) for green-

house gas concentrations, orbital parameters, topography

on land and albedo values (Timmermann et al. 2004).

Besides these modifications in the boundary conditions no

attempt was made to tune ECBILT-CLIO towards a spe-

cific behavior or equilibrium state. The resulting glacial

control run shows a strong AMOC with a maximum in the

North Atlantic of 24.9 Sv compared to 26.1 in the pre-

industrial control run. The maximum North Atlantic deep

water (NADW) export at 30�S is slightly stronger than in

the preindustrial control run (17.1 versus 15.1 Sv). We do
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not consider this climate state as an analogue for the LGM

state since paleo-data indicate a weaker and shallower

AMOC during the LGM compared to preindustrial (Lynch-

Stieglitz et al. 2007; Sarnthein et al. 2000). Instead the

glacial control run is used as an analogue for the warm

interstadial phases of the last glacial period. A LGM state

with a weaker AMOC can be obtained by forcing the

model with a positive freshwater anomaly in the North

Atlantic. Applying a freshwater forcing to get to an LGM

state might seem to be in contradiction with paleo-data.

However, since ECBILT-CLIO uses freshwater flux cor-

rections the zero line of freshwater forcing in the North

Atlantic is actually unknown. Also, a small background

freshwater flux from the northern hemisphere ice sheets is

probably a reasonable assumption for the whole glacial

period. This was not taken into account in our model setup.

No further attempt is made here to simulate an LGM state

as realistic as possible since this is not the focus of the

paper and can be found elsewhere (Roche et al. 2007).

Freshwater input, prescribed as a step function into the

whole North Atlantic between 50�N and 70�N is used to

force a reduction in the AMOC (Fig. 1). After decreasing

the freshwater forcing to zero, the ocean circulation

recovers within decades to a few centuries to the strength

of the glacial control run that has no freshwater forcing

applied. In contrast to earlier studies (Flückiger et al. 2006;

Knutti et al. 2004) the freshwater input is not compensated,

therefore, the average salinity of the global oceans is not

constant over time. We use the average over the model

years 4,600–4,800 of the freshwater forced runs as analogs

for the cold, stadial climate states with reduced or halted

AMOC, and the glacial control run, as an analog for a

warm interstadial phase (see discussion above). In parti-

cular we use the differences between the glacial control run

(called strong AMOC, black in Fig. 1) with a maximum

AMOC strength of 24.9 Sv and two freshwater forced runs

with a maximum AMOC strength of close to zero (forced

with 0.3 Sv freshwater input, called AMOC off, red in

Fig. 1) and 10.2 Sv (forced with 0.2 Sv freshwater input,

called AMOC weak, dark blue in Fig. 1), respectively to

study the changes at different stadial to interstadial tran-

sitions. Our model setup is a very common one for studying

millennial-scale glacial climate variability. Following the

three mode conceptual model for D-O cycles (Alley et al.

1999; Rahmstorf 2002; Sarnthein et al. 2000) the

assumption is that there are essentially three distinct ocean

states, an interstadial/strong AMOC state, a non-Heinrich

stadial state with a weak and shallow AMOC, and a

Heinrich event state with a collapsed AMOC.

However, the two different transitions used throughout

this paper (AMOC off to AMOC strong and AMOC weak

to AMOC strong) should be considered as exemplary

cases. The model shows many different stable or quasi-

stable (stable on timescales of several centuries) states of

AMOC strength depending on the freshwater forcing

applied to the North Atlantic (Fig. 1). Therefore, transi-

tions between a range of states are conceivable, leading to a

variety of different stadial to interstadial transitions. To

explore the range of states a series of experiments were

also simulated using negative freshwater perturbations

starting from weak overturning states (examples shown as

grey lines in Fig. 1). These simulations show similarly

abrupt increases in the AMOC and warming patterns

qualitatively consistent with the other transitions. How-

ever, the end states show a vigorous maximum AMOC of

up to 40 Sv. These seem more and more unrealistic as the

magnitude of the negative perturbation is increased, and

are, therefore, not used throughout this paper. While a few

models have shown the existence of a range of states and

transitions (Schmittner et al. 2002), most less complex

models tend to have only two or three states (e.g., Gano-

polski and Rahmstorf (2002), Schulz et al. 2002), with

usually more abrupt transitions in the less complex com-

pared to the more comprehensive models (Rahmstorf et al.

2005).

Freshwater forcing is used here as a tool to obtain dif-

ferent AMOC states. We are interested only in the climate

responses to the AMOC changes and do neither investigate

the link between the absolute amount of freshwater forcing
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Fig. 1 Freshwater forcing (FWF) into the North Atlantic between

50�N and 70�N (top) and Atlantic meridional overturning circulation

(AMOC, bottom). Amplitudes of the freshwater flux between model

years 4,000 and 5,000 are 0.1, 0.15, 0.18, 0.19, 0.2, 0.22, and 0.3 Sv,

respectively. Also shown are runs with -0.1 and -0.3 Sv freshwater

forcing after model year 5,000 (grey lines). The averages of the

200 years highlighted by the shaded area are used in this study as

quasi equilibrium states with different AMOC strength. The inset
figure shows AMOC strength versus freshwater flux for the different

quasi equilibrium states
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and the corresponding AMOC state, nor study the cause for

the different overturning strengths. We note that there are

other mechanisms proposed as possible causes for changes

in the AMOC including relaxation from an unstable/

metastable state (Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 2002; Sch-

mittner et al. 2002; Schulz et al. 2002), oscillatory behavior

(Aeberhardt et al. 2000), noise induced transitions (Knutti

and Stocker 2002), transitions induced by a very weak

forcing (Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 2001), a combination

of forcing and noise (Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 2002),

slow changing boundary conditions (Wood et al. 1999) or

spontaneous transitions due to internal variability (Goosse

et al. 2002; Hall and Stouffer 2001; Sakai and Peltier 1997;

Schaeffer et al. 2002; Schulz et al. 2007).

The work presented here focuses mainly on the sea-

sonality of temperature differences between a strong

AMOC state and states with a reduced or halted AMOC. A

comprehensive model—data evaluation is not possible for

the changes in seasonality due to the lack of paleo-data.

Instead a comparison of monthly temperature and precipi-

tation output of the preindustrial version of the model with

reanalysis data is shown in Fig. 2 for different land regions

of the northern hemisphere (see Table 1 for the definition

of the regions). In general, the phasing of the seasonal

cycle in temperature is well represented in the model.

Temperatures are overestimated by up to a few degrees

Celsius especially in the summer months in most regions.

The quality of the representation of the phasing and the

amplitude of the seasonal cycle in precipitation differs

from region to region. But given the reduced complexity of

the atmospheric model ECBILT, the representation is

reasonably well.

Biases in the preindustrial seasonality of temperature

and precipitation are likely to persist in our interstadial and

stadial state model runs with LGM boundary conditions

and freshwater perturbations, thus a substantial part of the

biases will tend to cancel when comparing a particular

season for different AMOC states. Therefore, we are more

confident in the changes in seasonality than in the absolute

values. This assumption is supported by the fact that in

general, the patterns of change in different models (e.g., the

future warming for higher CO2 concentration) are more

similar across models when differences are taken relative

to the control state of each model than when considering

absolute temperature predictions. However, we note also

that the results for precipitation have to be interpreted with

more caution than the temperature results.

3 Oceanic responses

Figure 3a, c and e show the AMOC patterns of the strong

AMOC, the weak AMOC and the AMOC off state,
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the modeled seasonal cycle for preindustrial

boundary conditions (solid lines) in temperature (left panel) and

precipitation (right panel) with observations (dashed lines) averaged

over different regions of the northern hemisphere (definitions of the

regions are given in Table 1). Modeled monthly temperatures are

compared with ERA40 reanalysis data (Uppala et al. 2005), modeled

monthly precipitation is compared with the CMAP precipitation data

set (Xie and Arkin 1997)

Table 1 Definition of the different regions used in Figs. 2, 6, 8 and 9

Region Longitude Latitude

Alaska, North Canada 170–60�W 60–70�N

Greenland 60–20�W 60–85�N

Scandinavia 0–40�E 55–75�N

Central Europe 10–40�E 45–55�N

Mediterranean 10�W to 40�E 30–45�N

Siberia 40�E to 170�W 50–85�N

East Central Asia 80–140�E 30–50�N

West Central Asia 40–80�E 30–50�N

South Asia 60–130�E 10–30�N

North Africa 20�W to 40�E 20–30�N

NH Central Africa 30�W to 45�E 00–20�N

North West America 150–100�W 30–60�N

North East America 100–50�W 30–60�N

NH South America 90–20�W 00–15�N

A land mask is applied, and only values over land are used to cal-

culate temperature and precipitation averages
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respectively. The AMOC of the glacial control run (the

strong AMOC state) shows a vigorous overturning cell,

with North Atlantic deep water (NADW) formation

reaching down to the bottom of the North Atlantic and

maximum NADW export at 30�S of 17.1 Sv at a depth of

1,700 m. The weak AMOC state has a much weaker and

slightly shallower maximum NADW export of 4.7 Sv at a

depth of 1,200 m, while the off state does not show any

substantial overturning and NADW export at all. The three

different states exemplify an interstadial (strong AMOC), a

non-Heinrich stadial (weak AMOC) and a Heinrich event

(AMOC off).

The transition from an AMOC off/weak to a strong

AMOC state leads to a large increase in the meridional heat

transport. Heat is advected into the North Atlantic and the

Nordic Seas where it is released to the atmosphere. The

largest changes in the heat flux from the ocean to the

atmosphere in these regions take place during the winter

months due to a combination of two mechanisms. First, the

temperature gradient between the ocean and the atmo-

sphere is largest in winter, which leads to the large ocean to

atmosphere heat release of the advected heat in the strong

AMOC state. Second, the colder SST in winter compared

to the other seasons lead to a deeper mixed layer and,

therefore, the heat of a larger volume is mixed to the sur-

face (Schmittner and Stocker 2001). In the AMOC off and

AMOC weak states this mechanism is much weaker than in

the strong AMOC state due to the freshwater forcing,

which leads to a better stratified ocean and less deep

mixing. Figure 3b shows the boreal winter surface heat flux

from the ocean to the atmosphere of the strong AMOC

state, Fig. 3d, f the change in winter ocean heat release for

the weak AMOC to strong AMOC and the AMOC off to

strong AMOC transition, respectively. The change in

winter heat flux leads to the dominant winter surface air

temperature warming in the North Atlantic region dis-

cussed in detail in Sect. 4. The transition from an AMOC

off/weak to a strong AMOC state also leads to a significant

sea ice retreat in the North Atlantic in all seasons, with the

maximum change taking place in winter (Fig. 3d, f). In

contrast to the heat flux, the increase in SST is similar for

all months. The annual mean SST over the North Atlantic

south of Iceland (50�W–20�E, 45�N–65�N) rises by 5.6 and

3.0�C for the AMOC off to strong AMOC and the AMOC

weak to strong AMOC transition, respectively. Average

SST increases in the Nordic Seas (35�W–20�E, 65�N–

80�N) are 2.6 and 2.4�C, respectively.

4 Atmospheric responses

The simulated difference between the strong AMOC and

the AMOC off/weak state shows a widespread warming in

surface air temperature in most parts of the northern

hemisphere. The warming shows large seasonal differences

which are shown in Fig. 4 where summer and winter

changes are compared for the two different transitions. The

winter temperature increase is significantly larger in most

parts of the northern hemisphere for both transitions. In the

Arctic (north of the Arctic Circle) the winter transition on

average is larger by a factor of 3.8 and 4.1 in the AMOC

off to strong AMOC and the weak AMOC to strong AMOC

transition, respectively. Along the northern coast of Alaska,

in the Labrador Sea region, the Hudson Bay area and along

the northern coast of Eurasia the ratio of winter to summer

warming reaches up to a factor of 10 and more in regions

where the summer temperature rise is particularly small.

The largest absolute surface air temperature rises are cen-

tered in the Nordic Seas, where the ocean to atmosphere

heat flux increases substantially in winter and the sea ice

margin retreats and leads to open water in a large fraction

of the Nordic Seas year round. The sea ice retreat is

illustrated in Fig. 4 by the lines of 50% sea ice fraction,

which we use as a measure for the sea ice margin for the

different AMOC states and seasons. The retreat of the sea

ice in the North Atlantic leads to a very pronounced

decrease in the amplitude of the seasonal cycle in surface

air temperature mainly over the regions where the winter

sea ice disappears. Over these regions the amplitude of the

seasonal cycle decreases on average by 76 and 66% for the

AMOC off to strong AMOC and the AMOC weak to strong

AMOC transition, respectively. Outside of the North

Atlantic region, changes in the seasonal cycle are generally

smaller than 30 and 15% in the off to strong AMOC and

weak to strong AMOC transition, respectively.

The winter season shows the largest surface air tem-

perature increase in the North Atlantic region and in most

parts of the Arctic. This is, however, not the case for the

whole northern hemisphere, an observation that will be

discussed in more detail in this section. To illustrate the

regional differences, Fig. 5 shows a map of the month with

the largest and smallest temperature change, respectively,

for the AMOC off to strong AMOC transition. The sea-

sonal evolution of the temperature change for different land

regions of the northern hemisphere is shown in Fig. 6 (for

the definition of the different regions see Table 1). The

month with the largest temperature increase is between

November and February in the high northern latitudes, the

North Atlantic, Scandinavia, Greenland, the Labrador Sea,

Northern Canada and Alaska, in the Pacific north of 40�N,

and the costal areas in northern Siberia. As discussed

above, these regions are dominantly influenced by the

changes in the North Atlantic, especially by the large

increase in oceanic heat release to the atmosphere at high

northern latitudes in winter. In the North Pacific the

modeled sea ice retreat is responsible for the fact that the
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month with the largest temperature rise is between

November and February. The land areas mentioned above

are covered by ice sheets or snow year round in the AMOC

off and the strong AMOC state. Other areas show snow

free seasons in either the strong AMOC or in both states.

Seasonal shifts in the snow cover and snow extent between

the AMOC off and the strong AMOC state lead to a local

amplification of the temperature change especially in

spring. This is the case in large parts of Europe, northern

Asia and along the west coast of North America between

40 and 55�N where an earlier onset of the snowmelt in

spring leads to a strong positive snow-albedo feedback

amplifying the temperature rise and leading to even larger

temperature changes in spring than in winter. To illustrate

this fact, the month with the largest albedo change is shown

in Fig. 7. By how much the spring temperature increase is

amplified depends on the local change in snow cover and

snow extent. In Central Europe, for example, the changes

are much larger than in the Mediterranean region,

explaining the more pronounced spring warming.
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Fig. 3 Annual mean Atlantic meridional overturning stream function

(Sv) for the strong AMOC (a), the weak AMOC (c), and the AMOC

off states (e), respectively. Solid lines indicate clockwise, dashed lines
counter clockwise currents. Contour spacing is 4 Sv. Winter (DJF)

surface heat flux (Wm-2) from the ocean to the atmosphere for the

strong AMOC state (b), difference between the strong and the weak

AMOC state (d) and difference between the strong AMOC and the

AMOC off state (f), respectively. In d and f, red colors indicate an

increase in heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere, blue colors a

decrease. Areas where the differences are not significant at the 95%

level (compared to the noise in the 200 years averaging period) are

shaded in grey. Overlaid are the modeled average winter sea ice

margins for the strong AMOC (cyan), the weak AMOC (dark blue, d)

and the AMOC off state (dark blue, f). The sea ice margin is defined

as 50% sea ice cover
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The earlier decrease in snow cover and the related

decrease in albedo in northern Eurasia lead to an earlier

weakening and break down of the Siberian high pressure

system (Kudrass et al. 2001; Meehl 1994). The Siberian

high is responsible for the flow of relatively cold air with

northeasterly winds to south eastern Asia and the Indian
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Fig. 4 a Modeled surface air temperature change (�C) for the

transition AMOC weak to strong in summer (JJA) and c in winter

(DJF) as well as b for the transition AMOC off to strong in summer

(JJA) and d in winter (DJF). Areas where the differences are not

significant at the 95% level (compared to the noise in the 200 years

averaging period) are shaded in grey. Overlaid in each panel are the

modeled average sea ice margins for the AMOC off/weak state (dark
blue) and the strong AMOC state (cyan) for the corresponding

transition and season
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sub-continent. In southern Asia and the Indian sub-conti-

nent the earlier weakening of this flow in the strong AMOC

state leads to a warming in spring in the AMOC off/weak

to strong AMOC transition, which exceeds the temperature

rise in winter. SST changes in the Indian Ocean are also

largest in spring. This signal is transported westward by the

trade winds and leads to larger temperature changes in

spring compared to winter in the northern hemisphere part

of Africa.

The North American continent south of 60�N shows

only small temperature changes, the seasonal differences

are less pronounced and it is not possible to define the

month with the largest (smallest) temperature change with

a significance level of 95% for many areas. The reason for

the different response compared to Eurasia is the large

Laurentide ice sheet reaching as far south as 40�N in the

East, increasing the albedo by more than 60% in North

America and dominating the local weather patterns and

surface air temperatures (Peltier 1994; Timmermann et al.

2004). The northern hemispheric part of South America

shows the largest temperature rise in December and Janu-

ary similar to Atlantic SST in these latitudes. The reason is

that this region is influenced by the Northern Hemisphere

warming signal in boreal winter, when the Intertropical

Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is located further south.

The smallest temperature changes in the Arctic, over the

North Atlantic and in most parts of the northern hemi-

sphere over land, happen in summer to early autumn and

minimum monthly temperature changes take place between

June and September. South of 20�N the regions over land

are also influenced by the changes in the southern hemi-

sphere, i.e., showing a negative temperature response

during these months in line with the bi-polar seesaw con-

cept. Changes in the ITCZ further modify the pattern. This

is for example the case in the northern hemisphere part of

South America. The warmer temperatures in the northern

hemisphere in the strong AMOC state lead to a northward

shift of the ITCZ earlier in the year, causing a large

increase in rainfall and an associated cooling signal in the

northern part of South America. Therefore, the largest

temperature decrease in this region takes place in March

and April. The largest temperature decreases in Africa

between 0 and 20�N take place in summer and are also

related to the largest increases in local rainfall. The sea-

sonal timing of the lowest surface air temperature changes

over the Pacific shows large regional differences and no

clear structure mainly due to the small overall temperature
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transition in most regions. See text for details
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change and no clear seasonality in the temperature change.

In general, the extreme changes of surface air temperature

away from the sea ice edges take place in the same month

as when the SST change is largest/smallest.

A detailed evaluation of the model findings discussed

above with paleo-data is difficult, since monthly or even

seasonal paleo-proxy records for temperature do not exist

for most regions. Two exceptions are Greenland and

Europe. For Greenland, there is clear evidence that tem-

perature changes in winter were much larger than in

summer. Available data cover the Younger Dryas cold

event (YD). Reconstructions from d15N measured on N2 in

the air trapped in the GISP2 ice core show that the annual

mean temperature was 15�C lower during the YD com-

pared to the early Holocene (Severinghaus et al. 1998). The

estimates for the January and July temperature decrease

based on glacier evidence from eastern Greenland range

from 20 to 25�C and 5 to 10�C, respectively (Denton et al.

2005; Lie and Paasche 2006). According to these data the

July–January difference was 10–20�C larger during the YD

cold phase than during the early Holocene. The tempera-

ture rise at the termination of the YD is one of the larger

reconstructed annual mean temperature changes and,

therefore, probably gives an upper limit of the expected

seasonal changes. d15N measurements for a series of D-O

events show a range of the annual mean temperature

change of 8–16�C (Huber et al. 2006; Landais et al. 2004).

Our model results show an average Greenland annual mean

temperature rise for an AMOC off to strong AMOC tran-

sition of 6.4�C, slightly underestimating the lower bound of

the reconstructed temperature changes. The modeled Jan-

uary and July temperature increases are 10.6 and 2.5�C,

respectively, the July–January difference is 8.1�C larger

during the cold AMOC off state than during the warm

strong AMOC state. Overall, our model results agree at

least qualitatively with the paleo-data evidence from

Greenland. January and July temperature change recon-

structions are also available for Europe based on geological

and palaeoecological data (Renssen and Isarin 2001) for

the onset of the Bølling-Allerød and the termination of the

YD. The model results underestimate the temperature rise

in winter as in the case of Greenland but overestimate it in

summer. No temperature reconstructions are available for

the spring season to test our model result that largest

temperature changes in Europe take place in spring.

The magnitude of the modeled temperature change is

significantly larger for the AMOC off to strong AMOC

transition than for the weak AMOC to strong AMOC

transition. This is expected from the difference in the

AMOC strengthening. However, Fig 8 shows that the

temperature changes of the two transitions do not scale

linearly with respect to the change in meridional heat

transport or AMOC and show large regional and seasonal

differences in their ratio. The average ratio over all months

of the AMOC off to strong AMOC versus the weak AMOC

to strong AMOC transition for the regions shown in Fig. 6

(apart from northern hemispheric South America, which

shows a negative ratio) ranges from 1.7 to 3.2, meaning

that the AMOC off to strong AMOC transition is larger by

a factor of 1.7–3.2 than the weak AMOC to strong AMOC

transition. For comparison, the ratio of the AMOC

strengthening is 1.7 and that of the Atlantic meridional heat

transport changes at 25�N is 1.9. The seasonal variation in

the temperature ratio in certain regions can be even larger

than the spatial differences, and reaches a standard devia-

tion of up to 5.8 in western North America. Reasons for the

regional and seasonal differences in the ratio are the dif-

ferent extent of the two discussed transitions as well as

regional and seasonal non-linear feedback mechanisms

influencing the local temperature response. The implica-

tions of these findings on the interpretation of paleoclimate

proxy data are discussed in Sect. 5.

The seasonality of the precipitation changes for the

AMOC off to strong AMOC and the weak AMOC to strong

AMOC transition shows a much less homogenous picture

because of the more local nature of precipitation and the

regional changes in precipitation patterns. Large seasonal

and regional differences are observed and the sign of the

precipitation change in many of the regions depends on the

season (Fig. 6). In Greenland, for example, the model

predicts an annual mean increase in precipitation of

0.11 m year-1, in agreement with the reconstructed
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ratios indicates spatial differences; the error bar for each region

highlights seasonal differences between the two transitions
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increase in the accumulation rate over D-O events of about

0.10 m year-1 (Alley et al. 1993; Wagner et al. 2001). The

largest increase in precipitation is found during November

through February, while the changes in May through

September are small. This is in agreement with the fact that

d18O records measured on the ice of Greenland ice cores

underestimate the temperature changes of D-O events if the

relation between d18O and temperature is derived from

today’s spatial pattern (Jouzel 1999). The relative contri-

bution of winter snow is smaller during stadials than during

interstadials leading to biases towards too high recon-

structed annual mean temperatures during stadials. This

effect is additionally amplified by the fact that the cold

anomaly during the stadial states is most pronounced in

winter. West and South Asia show increased precipitation

during the summer months, which is consistent with paleo-

data showing stronger monsoon during interstadials

(Schulz et al. 1998; Wang et al. 2001). The largest pre-

cipitation increase is modeled in the northern hemisphere

part of South America between January and April as a

result of the ITCZ being shifted further to the north in those

months in the strong AMOC state. However, tropical pre-

cipitation patterns in the ECBILT-CLIO model should be

interpreted with some caution. Due to the simplifications in

the dynamical equations and the limited vertical resolution,

the atmospheric dynamics near the equator are not well

simulated.

Each of the seasonal temperature and precipitation

change curves shown in Fig. 6 represents the average over

a region that covers a number of model grid points. The

question arises whether the average curves represent the

changes in these regions in an adequate way and how much

variability exists in the model on sub-regional scale. Fig-

ure 9 shows the average temperature and precipitation

changes and one standard deviation of all the grid points in

that region for the AMOC off to strong AMOC transition

for Greenland, Central Europe and South Asia. The spread

is caused by spatial differences in the response pattern. The

effect of temporal noise (i.e., interannual variability) is

negligibly small, since the change at each grid point is a

difference between two periods that are each averaged over

200 years. The spread in the precipitation change in

general is much larger than in the temperature change,

highlighting the more local characteristics of precipitation

and changes in precipitation patterns. The largest spread in

temperature is found in Greenland as well as in Scandi-

navia (not shown). This is due to the latitudinal differences

especially in the sea ice retreat. Large winter temperature

increases are found at southern locations, close to areas

with large winter sea ice changes over the stadial to

interstadial transition. Winter changes decrease to the north

and get smaller the farther the location is from the sea ice

edge. Summer changes are smallest in the south and

increase towards the north due to the different location of

the summer sea ice edge. This implies that in Greenland

and in Scandinavia the further one goes north, the less

extreme are the seasonal differences in the temperature

change.

All results presented here use LGM boundary conditions

for greenhouse gas concentrations, orbital parameters,

topography on land and albedo. However, many parameters

of the climate system changed over the last glacial period

and probably modulated the amplitude and spatial patterns

of the temperature and precipitation changes at the onset of

D-O events. The size of the Laurentide and the Fenno-

scandinavian ice sheets, for example, was significantly

smaller during marine isotope stage (MIS) 3 than during

the LGM (Marshall and Clarke 1999; Zweck and Hu-

ybrechts 2005). The ice sheet size has a significant impact

on regional atmospheric circulations, temperature and

precipitation and it is possible that the temperature rise at

the onset of D-O events in North America was larger

during MIS 3 than in our LGM model simulations.

Therefore, our modeled temperature and precipitation

changes should be interpreted as qualitative rather than

quantitative results.

5 Implications for paleo-records

Several model results discussed in the earlier sections of

this paper have important implications for the interpreta-

tion of paleo-records from different archives and locations.

Model results, for example, highlight that the response to a
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change in the AMOC differs substantially between differ-

ent seasons. Further, not all regions and climate parameters

show the same seasonal characteristics in their response.

Most paleo-proxies record seasonal rather than annual

mean climate conditions and are often influenced by more

than just one climate parameter (e.g., temperature and

precipitation). Based on our findings they cannot be used as

annual mean climate change reconstructions without cor-

recting for seasonal biases. Rather they should be used as

seasonal indicators. Different proxies recording different

seasons are desirable for each location to reconstruct and

better understand the seasonal patterns of D-O events.

The model results presented here focus on two exem-

plary transitions (AMOC off to strong AMOC versus weak

AMOC to strong AMOC). They show differences in the

amplitude, the seasonal pattern and the spatial extent of the

anomalies (e.g., in temperature) observed in the northern

hemisphere. Based on the model simulations shown in

Fig. 1, transitions between other AMOC states are possible

as well leading to a variety of different transitions with

slightly different flavors. This highlights the importance of

local feedback mechanisms such as, for example, snow-

albedo feedbacks or shifts in sea ice margins. In the case of

sea ice, the retreat of a sea ice margin can dominate a

climate variable at a certain location in one transition,

while in another transition the sea ice retreat takes place

further away and the same climate variable at the same

location undergoes much smaller changes. All these find-

ings help to explain why paleo-records from many different

regions show variable amplitudes for different D-O events

(Flückiger et al. 2004; Genty et al. 2003; Hendy and

Kennett 2003; Huber et al. 2006; Ortiz et al. 2004; Schulz

et al. 1998; Shackleton et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2001; Zic

et al. 2002) or even lack some of the D-O events (Peterson

et al. 2000). On the other hand this means that conclusions

from a single D-O event cannot necessarily be transferred

quantitatively to other events. Therefore, it is desirable to

get a high spatial coverage of well-resolved and well dated

paleo-records to study the variability between different

stadial and interstadial events.

6 Conclusions

ECBILT-CLIO results show that a shift to a stronger

AMOC leads to a widespread temperature increase in the

northern hemisphere. The seasonality of the temperature

rise shows large regional differences. While the largest

changes take place in November through February in high

northern latitudes and in the North Atlantic region north of

55�N, the largest temperature increases in most other land

regions are seen in spring. Smallest temperature changes

are observed in June through September in most of the

northern hemisphere land regions. The dominant winter

signal at high northern latitudes and in the North Atlantic is

due to the strong seasonality of the oceanic heat release.

The ocean to atmosphere heat flux peaks during the winter

months and the retreat of the sea ice during winter allows

interaction of the ocean and the atmosphere on a large

scale, leading to the dominant winter warming in this

region. Further away other factors influence the seasonal

distribution of the temperature rise. An earlier snowmelt

and the associated change in albedo lead to the largest

temperature increase in April and May in Europe and

northern Asia. This signal is propagated to the southern

parts of Asia through an earlier breakdown of the Siberian

high pressure system and the related decrease in the

advection of cold air to the south. Temperature changes

during an AMOC off/weak to a strong AMOC transition in

North America south of 60�N are generally small due to the

large extent of the Laurentide ice sheet, which dominates

the climate and smoothes out temperature changes. Pre-

cipitation changes at the onset of an interstadial are much

less homogenous because of the more local nature of pre-

cipitation and the regional changes in precipitation patterns.

The temperature and precipitation change patterns for

different changes in the AMOC are not linear. Local non-

linearities (such as for example the local retreat of sea ice)

influence the amplitude of the annual mean response as

well as the response in different seasons. This finding

together with the fact that models like ECBILT-CLIO

show different equilibrium states (in this study depending

on the freshwater forcing) leads to the conclusion that a

variety of realizations for a stadial to interstadial transition

is possible. This can explain the fact that paleo-records

from various locations show different amplitudes for dif-

ferent D-O events and that the amplitudes can be different

for each region and season.

Given the complexity of the signal of abrupt climate

events even in this simplified model, we suggest that proxy

records of environmental change, which are additionally

affected by local processes like surface interactions or land

cover not discussed here, may tell a complicated story of

past climate change. Inferring amplitudes, extents and

large-scale characteristics of abrupt climate events from

proxies and interpreting connections between different

proxy locations might not be as straightforward as often

assumed.
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